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Abstract: Cloud Computing offers many opportunities but also introduces new risks.
A user outsourcing his database into the cloud loses control over this data. While the
service provider often secures the data against external threats using standard tech-
niques, the service providers themselves have to be trusted to ensure privacy. This
work proposes a novel approach to provide security for database services without the
need to trust the provider. We suggest employing a separation of duties by distributing
critical information and services between two or more providers in a way that the con-
fidentiality of a database can only be compromised if all providers are corrupted and
work together. We also present a formal security notion for such a database.

1 Introduction

Cloud Computing is “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access
to a shared pool of computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction.” [NIS09]

Inherent to this model are privacy problems. By using services in the cloud clients
lose control over their data. Current security mechanisms focus on protecting the data
transfer to and from the service provider. But the threat of insider attacks keeps many
potential customers from using cloud computing for critical applications.

For a storage service, providing protection against insider attacks can be achieved
easily by encrypting all data. But this prevents the server from performing any mean-
ingful operation on the data. Services more complex than simple data storage require
advanced techniques.

There are cryptographic methods [GMW87] that in principle can solve many pri-
vacy problems, especially since a fully homomorphic encryption [Gen09] was discov-
ered in 2009. Due to high costs, however, these methods are infeasible and cancel the
benefits of outsourcing services. Nevertheless we need privacy and security guarantees
for Cloud Computing so it can also be used in sensitive scenarios.

This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we discuss
related work. We apply our concept separation of duties to a database service in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 4, we present our new security notion for anonymization procedures.
Finally we provide a proof sketch that our database service fulfill this notion in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 summarizes our results and states open problems.

1.1 Related Work

There are cryptographic solutions for two or more parties cooperatively computing
a certain function over a set of data without any party learning anything about the input
of the other parties. Using an interactive protocol these secure multiparty computations
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